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The Woven Image 
by Dorothy Simmons 

So God created man in his own image. But not woman?                                                                       

Someone to rib – hah! – your mates about?                                                                                                                            

No Goddess?                                                                                                                                                                   

Several. Just check your myths and legends. Multi-tasking already.  

I think about such things as I crouch at my loom, bearing down on each individual                          

strand, growing the weft which will carry the whole weave. Hard work: that’s why they                             

call it labour intensive. Women’s work. Traditional. Time consuming. Visceral.  

If I say I am an Image weaver, what do I mean? Image as representation? 

Reflection? Copyright? Whose right? Or do I mean I – Mage:  the spirit spinning the weave?                    

When I painted sets with my husband, they were just that: set pieces, backdrops for               

pre-scripted plays, not immanent presences: not Images conceived instead of constructed.                                   

For me, painting made me an accessory after the fact … the male fact. 

In English, ‘rya’ means rug. In Swedish, ‘rya’ means bedcover. That display of rugs 

was all it took to throw off my painted bedcover, to see how Image could grow out of hand 

and heart and head, how they always had been … interwoven. By women.   

Light in Australia is different from England: sharper edged, brighter surfaced.                                              

I became my own spindle, winding and twisting hand and head and heart into … what shall                       

I say?                                          

Textile, textuality, text? No. Image. 

For my first tapestry, the Image commissioned was Peace: the lion laid down with 

the lamb. And I saw that it was good. A beginning. I set up a studio, I set up a loom. I was a 

weaver. The commissions supported my sons and myself. Re-framing, re-imagining: into                                                   

yesterday’s warp I wove the weft of today.                             

For the High Court tapestry, I threaded my weave with aluminium foil; truth                              

and justice shimmering through. But the judge would not sit underneath. The judge had it                     

taken down and locked away. Four years, shimmering unseen: but then it escaped.  
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 Images always will. 

  Years of womanly wool, twisting and twining, wedging and crafting Image after                  

hand-woven Image: bottlebrush, waratah, boronia. Kangaroos, emus, unicorns. 

Until I returned. The constant shimmer of aluminium, the subversive verdigris of copper: 

like fractious boys long gone, I missed them. So … hand gloved against cuts, I danced my                             

fingers up and across and down … until the weave stood still.   

No signature, no I wuz here. Self-evident. 

Lately, I have been weaving grass. In my own I-mage.   

 


